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FARO
FARO (NASDAQ: FARO) develops and
markets computer-aided measurement
systems and software worldwide. The
portable coordinate measuring devices from FARO, together with their
industry-specific software solutions,
allow high-precision 3D measurements and 3D comparisons of parts
and complex systems directly within
assembly and production processes.
FARO measurement systems are used
anywhere where the most accurate
measurements are necessary. They
are used for inspecting components
and component assemblies, production planning and inventory documentation, as well as for the investigation
and reconstruction of accident sites
and crime scenes. They are also used
for digital scanning of historical sites.
30 years after its start in the market,
FARO has not only the best-selling
measurement arms in its product
range, but also the most successful laser measurement system in the
world – the Laser Tracker, and the Focus3D, a revolutionary 3D laser scanner for detailed measurement and
documentation with intuitive touch
screen control.
Today, approximately 10,000 customers worldwide with more than 20,000
installations have put their trust in
FARO measurement systems. They
can be found in the production and
quality assurance processes of leading companies such as ABB, Airbus,
Audi, Boeing, BMW, British Aerospace, Daimler, Ford, Goodyear Dunlop, Hewlett Packard, Honda, Johnson Controls, MAN, Miele, Porsche,
Siemens, SKF, and Volkswagen.
www.faro.com
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Why pictographs?
In the FARO News these icons will guide you through the different application fields of our 3D measurement
technology:

Inspection
Parts inspection and providing measurement reports are essential in today’s lean manufacturing environment.
They help reduce production waste and losses or down time due to nonconformance.

alignment
Precise alignments of any machine, fixture or part can make all the difference in the quality of the finished
product.

calibration
Calibration is required if initial setups of e.g. machine tools can’t stand the test of time and deviations appear.

Reverse Engineering
Reverse engineering allows us to create virtually anything we can touch. To record and reproduce real items, they
are digitized and displayed as fully surfaced CAD models using our 3D measurement technology.

as built Documentation
Our measurement devices are able to easily and quickly deliver documentation data of digitized buildings, process plants or objects.
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"Currently, FARO laser manufacturers produce the
most effective and affordable 3D laser scanners in
the market: Focus3D."

user story

08/2011

Mr. Yoldas Askan,
Geopticks’ Chief Executive

Nuclear Safety - Remote Deployment of Laser Scanners
in Contaminated Environments with Deformation
Mapping Software for 3D Point Cloud Modes
A Key safety issue in the operation of any
nuclear reactor or nuclear waste management site is the control and containment of
radioactive material, making risk assessment and management by means of regular
inspection a vital element as much as a
regulatory requirement.
Given the challenges of working in radiation controlled environments and with limited choice of
non-contact, remote examination techniques
available, visual inspection has so far been most
widely used technique despite its limitations to
the detecting of obvious flaws, requiring good
eyesight and illumination, and findings are often
subjective and dimensionally uninformative.
In recent years, remote deployment of laser scanners in contaminated environments has allowed
acquisition of more precise survey data. By the
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systematic emission of millions of laser beams,
a 3D Laser Scanner (e.g. FARO’s Focus3D) collates accurate measurements of distances to
objects, producing a 3D model often referred
to as the “Point Cloud”.
Meshing of individual points of the Point
Cloud can be used to extrapolate the shape of
the object under consideration. As with other
physical measurement systems, all data collected is subject to statistical noise and a surface
profile drawn by meshing raw Point Cloud data
can exhibit significant surface roughness, obscuring the overall geometrical representation of
the object. Point Cloud engineering is an innovative new technology pioneered by Geopticks Ltd.
which deals with determination and eradication
of the statistical noise on Point Cloud data. The
technique achieves smooth Point Cloud surfaces
without altering the true object shape. Mathematically speaking, the benefit of Point Cloud
engineering is that each minute meshed plane

normal of four neighbouring points on a square
lattice intersect an adjacent plane normal at
far greater distances. Steve Foster, Technical
Manager (Encapsulation) at Sellafield Ltd. comments:
“Condition monitoring of plant, equipment
and products at Sellafield site is a key element
in the overall management of the site, enhancing equipment reliability and enabling the demonstration of nuclear safety. The need for a
non-contact method of measuring dimensional
changes over several years to a precision of 1mm
or better was identified to assist with the ongoing
condition monitoring of radioactive waste packages. Because the Laser Scanner is required to
operate in a radioactive environment it is necessary to remove it for its own protection when not
in use. The work done by Geopticks on point
cloud smoothing and comparative scanning after long time periods without the requirement
for precise positioning of both the Laser >>

– U s er S tory Geoptics–

– 4 good reasons –

The FARO Laser Scanner Focus3D is
a portable non-contact measurement
system using laser technology to accurately capture measurements. The
system rotates 360° and automatically measures everything within the line
of sight from the scanner´s position.

Figure 1: A Point
Cloud is generated by
using a 3D laser scanner. In radioactive
controlled environment robot mounted
scanners can be
driven to position.

Figure 2: A close-up
view of the Point Cloud
reveals the extent of
statistical noise. Under
optimum scanning
conditions standard
error of ±2mm on the
Point Cloud surface is
commonly observed.

Figure 4: Map of waste
container deformation
caused by thermal expansion of fuel rod in
contact with the drum
inner wall – images
generated via point
cloud engineering can
reveal deformations of
0.1 – 15 mm.

Figure 5: Point clouds
are 3D models and
can be displayed in
3D. By rotating and
zooming into the Point
Cloud can reveal a
realistic picture of the
object before and
after any surface
deformation.

1

Small and compact: With a size
of only 24 x 20 x 10cm and a
weight of just 5.0kg, the Focus3D is
the smallest 3D scanner ever built.

2

Efficient: The long range of up
to 120m, the level sensor, the
compactness and ease of use and the
autoregistration at no extra cost result
in up to 50% savings of scan and
processing time compared to conventional laser scanners.

3

Integrated colour camera photorealistic 3D colour scans due to
an integrated colour camera featuring
an automatic 70 megapixels parallaxfree colour overlay.

4

Revolutionary simple: Due to its
intuitive control concept with
touchscreen display, the Focus3D is as
easy to operate as a digital camera.

www.faro.com/Focus

>> Scanner and the target object is a welcome
development which has significantly enhanced the
usefulness of laser scanning to the nuclear industry
wherever small but significant dimensional changes
need to be measured by non-contact means. We are
pleased to have this new technology available to us.”
Superior surface formulation enable mathematical operations to be performed – subtracting the
overlapping normal lengths allows the distance between two meshed surfaces to be calculated, or in
other words, identification of the surface deflection
or deformation widths.
Figure 4 shows accurate superimposition of two
engineered Point Cloud models. Comparing the Point
Cloud from a previous scan reveals surface defects
that have occurred. The 2D display of Figure 4 shows
all of the deformations exhibited, expansion and contraction. The precision of surface defects identified for
an engineered scan can range from staggering
0.1mm to 1000mm using a midrange phaseshift laser scanner. Geopticks’ unique S-DELTA
software for precise mapping of surfaces by a noncontact method is a recent accomplishment that can
detect surface imperfections, deformations and topographical features. S-DELTA’s ability to detect minute
surface deflections allows for damage to be identified
and quantified as soon as it becomes apparent. In addition to providing important safety information, the
comprehensive surface deformation mappings also
provide useful insight to future engineering design of
critical components.
Laser scanning and the S-DELTA software increases precision in deformation analysis, efficiency
in installation, maintenance and aid decommissioning process and is a significant compliment to safety
standards in the safety critical nuclear sector.

About Geopticks Ltd.
Geopticks is a laser scanning company located in
Bedford, UK registered with the Companies House on
Dec 10th 2010. Geopticks started to address a specific
problem within the nuclear industry associated with
the use of Laser Scanners, that is the identification of minute bodily deformations on the radioactive
waste packages. Geopticks pride themselves on their
scientific approach to 3D laser scanning and point
cloud engineering to create noise free point cloud.
As a result, bring previously unseen technologies and
capabilities such as accurate deformation modeling, to
the heart of surveying industry and the engineering science. Geopticks' widely acknowledged bespoke software
S-Delta is a success story. S-Delta is the only software
tool in existence that can map surface deformations by
using 3D laser scanners as e.g. FARO’s Laser Scanner
Photon or Focus3D. Geopticks’ applications: nuclear,
transport, accident & CSI, heritage, geological survey,
routine surveying and verification.

www.Geopticks.com

AS-BUILT-DOCUMENTATION
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With the FARO Laser Scanner it has been possible to digitise in 3D the office of Charles V at the Palace of Vincennes and to construct
a skinned 3D model on the basis of a mesh model.

Using enhanced reality to bring cultural
heritage to life with the FARO Laser Scanner
Art Graphique & Patrimoine, a specialist
in dimensional drawings of buildings and
works of art, has used the FARO Laser
Scanner to create virtual mock-ups, which
in turn have been used to create spectacular enhanced reality applications.
The use of enhanced reality has rapidly become
part of everyday life. This new technology, which
enables the superimposition of virtual elements
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onto reality, is rapidly gaining in popularity. In
the cultural heritage sector and museums, it
opens up new options for presenting sites and
works of art. art. It is thus possible to display
missing or lost elements, to provide complementary information, and to reconstruct historical
scenes and décor in a manner that is at once
spectacular, playful and educational.
ART GRAPHIQUE ET PATRIMOINE (AGP)
uses FARO for exceptional presentations. The exciting nature of the applications offered by AGP
is based on two components: the quality of the

3D replication and the precision with which the
virtual tableau is superimposed on reality. This
superimposition must be perfectly adjusted as
the intersections between the real and the virtual
must be created with seamless accuracy.
The FARO Laser Scanner is especially suitable for this purpose as it is able to rapidly
capture the real setting with a high degree of
precision. The point cloud generated by the digitisation process is then meshed and textured to
create a 3D model. To date, AGP and its partner
AXYZ (a company specialised in synthe- >>

– U s er S tory A GP –

– 4 good reasons –

The FARO Laser Scanner Focus3D is
a portable non-contact measurement
system using laser technology to accurately capture measurements. The
system rotates 360° and automatically
measures everything within the line of
sight from the scanner´s position.

1

Small and compact: With a size
of only 24 x 20 x 10cm and a
weight of just 5.0kg, the Focus3D is
the smallest 3D scanner ever built.

2

Efficient: The long range of up
to 120m, the level sensor, the
compactness and ease of use and the
autoregistration at no extra cost result
in up to 50% savings of scan and
processing time compared to conventional laser scanners.

3

Integrated colour camera photorealistic 3D colour scans due to
an integrated colour camera featuring
an automatic 70 megapixels parallaxfree colour overlay.

4

Revolutionary simple: Dueto its
intuitive control conceptwith
touchscreen display,the Focus3D is as
easy to operateas a digital camera.

>> sised images and real-time 3D applications)
have created two exciting applications, both of
which have garnered praise from the public. The
first is an enhanced reality replication of the study
of Charles V, at the Château de Vincennes, as it
was in the 14th century.
It was created in the context of "Futur en
Seine", an exhibition of digital industries and
lifestyles in the Paris region, in June 2009,
by a group led by AGP, AXYZ and CNRS with
the support of the Head Architect of Historical
Monuments. The site, managed by the Centre des
Monuments Nationaux, has been equipped with
positioning markers enabling a laptop to display
the scene in real-time in step with the changing
position of visitors in the room. The FARO scanner
has been used to digitise the king's study in 3D,
providing the basis for the construction of
a virtual 3D mock-up of the room, which
is accurate to the nearest millimetre. The
result is fascinating and gives the visitor a
new, direct impression of what the royal study was
really like.
In June 2010, the city of Amiens decided to
present its municipal pageant with the aid of an
enhanced reality system on the internet. AGP,
with the active support of AXYZ, created a model
of the cathedral in only 1 month on the basis of
the point clouds generated by the FARO scanner.
The data were integrated into an enhanced reality programme with no visible markers, developed
by TOTAL IMMERSION, the world leader in this
area. The application is downloadable from the
internet and is available at 3 terminals at 3 strategic locations in the city. Amiens saw attendance
of its pageant increase by more than 30% this
July. These two applications are good examples
of the combination of the quality of measurement
and content, AGP and FARO’s core competencies,
uniquely staged to provide the public with a new
experience.

Point cloud captured by the FARO Laser Scanner

Application on site at Palace of Vincennes, with visible
markers and mobile unit

About AGP
ART GRAPHIQUE ET PATRIMOINE is an SME that
has specialised in creating dimensional drawings
of buildings and works of art for 15 years. AGP has
worked on more than 500 prestigious historical
monuments in France and abroad, including Notre
Dame Cathedral in Paris, Mont Saint Michel, the
Louvre, the Palace of Versailles, etc. Abroad AGP
has conducted surveys of the Lomonosov University
in Moscow, the Marinsky Theatre in Saint Petersburg, and of monuments in Albania, Madagascar,
Tunisia, Afghanistan, etc. AGP is also involved in the
conservation and promoting public appreciation of
heritage by producing films, interactive applications,
enhanced reality, books and DVDs. AGP uses state of
the art technologies for lasergrammetry, photogrammetry and 3D restitution, including in particular a
3D FARO Laser Scanner.

www.artgp.fr

Web application enabling interaction with Amiens
cathedral + presentation at terminals.

www.faro.com/focus
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“In addition to saving huge amounts of time, laser
scanning made it possible to model the complete
interior of the tunnel.”

user story

Neil Martin, Project Manager & Associate Vice
President Surveying

2011

For this project, A&A used a FARO Laser

Scanner and ATS Real Reality Tunnel
software to model the complete interiors
of the tunnels and structures in 60%
less time than is traditionally required.
“The FARO scanner turned out to be ideal for
this project. Its high scanning speed made it
possible to complete the job in a fraction of the
time required by the conventional method.”
The Heartland Corridor is the most ambitious railroad engineering project of the last century. The
project required increasing the vertical clearance
of 28 tunnels and removing 24 overhead obstructions. Anderson & Associates (A&A) was hired to
document the tunnels in order to check final clearances and provide a record for maintenance.
For this project, A&A used a FARO Laser Scanner and ATS Real Reality Tunnel (RRT) software to
model the complete interiors of the tunnels and
structures in 60% less time than is traditionally
required. “In addition to saving huge amounts of
time, laser scanning made it possible to model
the complete interior of the tunnel,” said Neil
Martin, Project Manager & Associate Vice President Surveying. “This approach gave us peace of
mind that we had identified every conflict. That
was lacking in the past when we were only able to
measure selected cross-sections.”
Heartland Corridor project
The Heartland Corridor is a public-private partnership between Norfolk Southern (NS) railroad,
the states of Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio, and the
federal government to create the shortest, fastest
route for double-stack container trains moving between the Port of Virginia in Norfolk and the Midwest. The line dates back to the late 19th century
and traditionally has carried mostly coal traffic.
New construction began in October 2007 and
involved modifying 5.7 miles of tunnels through
roof excavation and liner replacement, arched
roof notching, and track lowering and realignment. The improvements make it possible for the
line to handle double-stack container trains and
provide more capacity, speed, and reliability. The
new routing improves transit time from four days
to three from Norfolk to Chicago and is nearly 250
miles shorter than previous circuitous routings.
A&A’s involvement with the Heartland Corridor began in 2005 when the company was
selected as a subcontractor to Hatch Mott McDonald for the clearance on 28 tunnels and 8
bridges in Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, and
Ohio. Double-stack rail transport involves stacking intermodal containers two high on railroad
cars. Introduced in North America in 1984,
double-stack railcars have become increasingly
common. They are used for nearly 70% of United
States intermodal shipments and sharply reduce
the cost per container.

The FARO Laser Scanner preparing for a scan inside the Twin Branch 1 tunnel

Anderson & Associates Reduces Tunnel
Interior Measurement Time by 60% Using
Laser Scanners
Challenge of measuring
tunnel profile
The centers of the tunnels were high enough
nearly everywhere for the double-stack railcars,
but the original tunnel roofs were roughly spherical so they obstructed the outside corners of the
stacked cars. These obstructions were addressed
during the construction phase of the project by
cutting notches into the tunnel. Conventional
equipment such as total stations were used for
surveying during the design process. This traditional approach relies on visual observation to
select the cross-sections that appear to be the
lowest point in each tunnel section.
A total station is then used to determine the
angle and distance of the points being measured
to a prism. The traditional approach’s dependence on visual inspection makes it vulnerable to
error as are the manual methods used to compare
the resulting measurements to the train profile.
For the construction phase, A&A was hired by
STV/Ralph Whitehead to check the final clearances after contractors had finished their work
and to document the tunnels for future maintenance. “If traditional methods would have been
used to validate this project it would have been
nearly impossible to ensure that the entire dis-
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tance covered by the survey was free of conflicts,”
said Justin Lewis, Assistant Survey Manager for
A&A. “A conflict that was not addressed during
the construction phase could have resulted in a
train hitting the tunnel wall. This would have been
very expensive to repair and also potentially dangerous for the crew of the train.”
Move to laser scanning
“In order to perform the project economically and
accurately, we evaluated various laser scanning
systems designed for surveying,” Lewis said. “As
a phase-based scanner, the FARO Photon 120 LS
is faster than the time-of-flight scanners that we
looked at. This laser scanner captures data at a
rate of 120,000 points per second. We also were
very impressed with the RRT software that FARO
bundles with this scanner. It enabled us to capture the tunnel profile, create a centerline and
profile of the doublestackedcars and automatically compared the two over the entire length of
the tunnel to quickly identify any conflicts.”
A&A survey technicians established control
points at the starting end of the tunnel using a
global positioning system (GPS). The surveyors
referenced these points in the scanner coordinate system by placing a sphere mounted >>

– U s er S tory A nderson & Associates–

–4 good reasons –

1

The portability of the FARO Laser
Scanner was one of the main
selling points, sometimes we have to
scan in remote and confined spaces.
The scans can also be saved onto the
hard drive of the scanner so there is
no need totake a laptop onsite.

2

We felt that the FARO system offered excellent value for money.

3

The FARO Laser Scanner uses a
high end 10 mega pixel Nikon
digital camera; this allows high quality colour overlay of the scan points. It
is easier to visualise and process data
that has clean crisp edges.

4

Our company uses many different
types of scanners; the addition of
the FARO Laser Scanner has extended
the knowledge of data transfer and
high quality quick data acquisition.

www.faro.com/focus

AS-BUILT-DOCUMENTATION

>> on a tripod on each of them. The scanner was
positioned nearby on another tripod. A total station
was used to determine the position of the scanner
and the sphere. The scanner was then used to scan
the sphere to identify the starting control point in
the scanned data. The surveyors traversed through
the tunnel with multiple setups using a series of
tripods and spherical targets. Every time they moved
the tripod and target they measured its position with
the total station and then scanned it with the laser
scanner to provide a point of reference for the next
batch of scan data. When the surveyors emerged
from the opposite end of the tunnel they checked
into the GPS to verify the accuracy of their traverse.
“We found we could collect field data on the typical
1000 foot tunnel in less than 6 hours,” said Joey
Conrad, Survey Technician.
Ensuring that all conflicts
were identified
The total station measurements were imported into
FARO Scene software and used to align the scan
data taken at different positions inside the tunnel
into a single frame of reference. The scan data from
each tunnel was stitched into a continuous surface
model of the tunnel interior using the Scene software based on the total station measurements of
the scanner and round target positions. This surface
model was then imported into RRT software for
clearance verification. The technicians created the centerline and the silhouette of the
doublestack cars based on the design plans
using AutoCAD computer-aided design (CAD) software, then exported the data as a land.xml file. This
file was imported into RRT software.
On the typical curved tunnel, this template has
a constantly changing vertical orientation which
would have made it very difficult to identify all of
the conflicts using manual methods. RRT software,
on the other hand, automatically identified the conflicts by running the template for the double-stack
train across the centerline for the entire tunnel. A&A
produced cross-sections of these conflicts and provided them to the contractors for rework.
A&A then re-scanned these areas after the repairs
were completed and checked them to be sure the
conflicts had been eliminated. Providing a complete
surface map of the tunnel interior and automatically
checking it against the double-stack car contour provided a much higher level of assurance that all areas
of conflict had been identified than would have been
possible in the past. After the structure was verified
to be conflict-free, the final drawings were provided
to NS. “The FARO scanner turned out to be ideal for
this project,” Lewis said. “Its high scanning speed
made it possible to complete the job in a fraction of
the time required by the conventional method. We got
the job done right on schedule in spite of the challenge of only being able to work restricted hours.”
“We are seeing more and more applications
for laser scanning and it’s becoming an important
part of the work we do,” Lewis concluded. “For future work, we recommend scanning all tunnels and
bridges prior to design. These scans would then provide a precise base for design and would be used
throughout the design and construction process.
The final record drawings would also provide useful
maintenance documentation.”

The two tripods behind the scan technician show
the survey sphere and the total station prism used for
generating control points

Portal of Twin Branch tunnel

Anderson & Associates
Anderson & Associates is headquartered in Blacksburg, Virginia and has offices in West Virginia and
North Carolina as well. A&A is a professional design
firm that specializes in civil and environmental
engineering, surveying, planning, and landscape architecture. Since 1968, they have served as planners,
designers, stewards, and advocates for institutional,
municipal, state, industrial, and private sector clients.

www.andassoc.com
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Reconstructing Dinosaur Fossils Using the
FARO Laser Scanner
Paleontologists from the Sam Noble

Oklahoma Museum of Natural History are
working towards reconstructing the anatomy of
missing bones of a juvenile Apatosaurus. With
approximately only 15% of the bones collected, scientists look to digitally reconstruct
the rest of the bone structure using the model
of the adult Apatosaurus currently on display
in the Museum. Reverse engineering the large
skeleton would be the best solution.
The Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of Natural
History is home to one of most extensive paleontology collections of prehistoric specimens.
Much of the scientific research for the museum

is conducted by the Center for Shape Engineering
and Advanced Manufacturing (SEAM). SEAM is a
multi-university collaboration that has pooled together engineering resources to focus on creating
and disseminating innovation.
As one of SEAM’s members, the University
of Oklahoma has been recently working with the
Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of Natural History in a very unique application. The paleontologists of the museum were tasked to reconstruct
the anatomy of a juvenile Apatosaurus. Since
only 15% of the bones had been collected, the
remaining fossils would have to be anatomically
created by the team of scientists. Traditionally,
sculpting clay models by hand has always been
common practice. However, using this process is
extremely time consuming, often inaccurate and
highly irreproducible. As part of SEAM the Univer-
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sity of Oklahoma assisted the museum’s paleontologists by providing an alternative solution. The
university’s objective was to provide individual
prototypes of each individual bone of the juvenile Apatosaurus for the paleontologists to create
castings for the display model. The team decided
to reverse engineer the current adult Apatosaurus
skeletal model so they could proportionally create
the missing bones of the juvenile dinosaur.
Solution
With the adult Apatosaurus skeleton standing at
25FT. tall and 45FT. long, digitally creating nearly 300 bones would have been an enormous challenge for traditional methods such as sculpting.
Dr. Binil Starly and his team of students at
the University of Oklahoma decided to use laser
scanning as a way of capturing the data >>

– U s er S tory Oklahoma Museum of Nat u r a l H i s t o ry –

– 4 good reasons –

The FARO Laser Scanner Focus3D
is a portable non-contact measurement system using laser technology
to accurately capture measurements.
The system rotates 360° and automatically measures everything within
the line of sight from the scanner´s
position.

1

Small and compact: With a size
of only 24 x 20 x 10cm and a
weight of just 5.0kg, the Focus3D is
the smallest
3D scanner ever built.

2

Efficient: Due to its long range
of up to 120 m, the level sensor,
the compactness and ease of use and
the auto-registration at no extra cost
result in up to 50% savings of scan
and processing time compared to
conventional laser scanners.

3

Integrated colour camera photorealistic 3D colour scans due to
an integrated colour camera featuring
an automatic 70 megapixels parallaxfree colour overlay.

4

Revolutionary simple: Due to its
intuitive control concept with
touchscreen display, the Focus3D is as
easy to operate as a digital camera.

>> from the adult display model. In order to accomplish this, The FARO Laser Scanner Photon
was used to create a virtual 3D representation of
the adult Apatosaurus to then be modified to the
acceptable anatomic size for the reconstructing of
the juvenile cast models. “Laser scanning serves as
an enabling digital technology for the accurate anatomic representation of prehistoric life on earth,”
stated Dr. Starly. Certain portions of the adult skeletal display were either hidden, in tight locations or
too hard to reach.
Despite the space constraints, the FARO Laser
Scanner Photon was able to fully scan the bones
that normally would have been impossible to access.
The ease of use and transportability of the FARO
Photon aided the team of students in scanning the
entire adult Apatosaurus in just a few scans. “As an
industrial engineering student, I have been taught to
always try to seek more effective and efficient methods for getting a job done. The FARO Laser Scanner
Photon has really shown me what a key role new
technology plays in doing this,” said student Aimee
Dilley. Students assisting on the project were
quickly trained within a few hours using the
FARO Photon and each took turns operating
the laser scanner. Reverse Engineering The
FARO Photon sends out an infrared laser beam to
the object that is being scanned and is reflected
back to the laser scanner. The laser scanner collects
nearly a million points per second and from these
points it creates a virtual point cloud.
Using these point clouds, digital 3D models can
be created, scaled and edited to the correct dimensions needed. Since fossils are so delicate, implementing laser scanning proved to be invaluable to
the museum. While working with objects such as
fossils, the FARO Laser Scanner was ideal since it
was nonintrusive to the fragile Apatosaurus display
and it allowed the dinosaur exhibit to remain open
during scanning.
Return on Investment
Laser scanning of the adult Apatosaurus display
consisted of only 9 scans. Once completed, virtual
models of the adult skeleton were then modified to

Bone 3D model / Bone casting / Bone point cloud

anatomically match what would be the remaining
skeleton of the juvenile Apatosaurus.
Engineers from the University of Oklahoma and
paleontologists from the Sam Noble Museum worked
closely together to ensure the data was quantified accurately so that the correct proportioned cast molds
could be printed using a 3D printer. FARO Scene,
the laser scanning post processing software, automatically registered all 9 scans and allowed the engineers to conduct simple measurements According
to Kyle Davies, one of Sam Noble’s paleontologists,
applying the traditional method of reconstructing a
tail bone vertebra took about a day to sculpt. Using
the new methods of laser scanning, the same vertebra only takes 15-30 minutes to generate.
Thus there is about 93-96% savings on time
for each vertebra. The greatest benefit and savings
come from the ability to mirror the large bones from
the left to the right side of the skeleton. Many of
the people who worked on reconstruction in the
past have been volunteers. For this project once the
bones were reversed engineered, less experienced
volunteers were able to reconstruct the cast fossils
in less time. This saved the museum both time and
money. One engineer, Jacob Ferguson stated, “By using the FARO Laser Scanner Photon, we were able to
comprehensively execute our project in an efficient
manner.” The paleontologists were very impressed
with the FARO technology. For future projects they
are eager to see how reverse engineering technology
using the FARO Laser Scanner Photon can be used
for other applications in their field.
www.snomnh.ou.edu

3D model of an adult skeleton

www.faro.com/focus
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“The FARO scanner was chosen to perform these scans because of its ability to scan from a significant distance and produce accurate data,”

user story

04/2009

Penny Anstey
President of Sightline

SightLine utilised laser scanning technology to generate the measurements necessary to restore the classic beauty.

Documenting Architectural Facades
with the Laser Scanner
Renovating historical landmarks requires
a careful balance between preserving the architectural elements that characterise the generation of the original build while updating items to
support modern life.

Thus was the burden consultants faced when designing plans for a $30 million restoration of the
Northwestern Mutual Life building in Milwaukee
(USA). Constructed in 1914, the Marshall & Foxdesigned neoclassical building boasts ten 74-foot
high, 422-ton columns with Greek Corinthian treat-
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ments, and is crowned by a majestic granite cornice. Restoring the cornice was key to the historical preservation of the building. Having been built
before the age of computers and CAD programs,
the first step of the restoration required obtaining
digital as-built documentation of the cornice. Local
consulting firm, SightLine, LLC, was charged with
the task of gathering the measurements from the
centre points along the cornice of the building.
Bridging the gap between innovation and tradition, SightLine utilised laser scanning technology to generate the measurements necessary to
restore the classic beauty. SightLine collected the

measurements with the FARO Laser Scanner. “The
FARO scanner was chosen to perform these scans
because of its ability to scan from a significant distance and produce accurate data,” said SightLine
president Penny Anstey.
The Laser Scanner builds a 360 degree point
cloud of a scanned surface by sending an infrared
beam into the centre of a rotating mirror. Using
encoders to measure the mirror rotation and the
horizontal rotation of the laser scanner, the X,Y,Z
coordinates of each point can be registered and
modeled. SightLine completed the survey of the
cornice in four days. The Laser Scanner >>

– U s er S tory S ightline–

– 4 good reasons –

1

Broad flexibility: the Laser Scanner is portable, light and compact
and allows large volumes to be digitised rapidly and precisely, including
places which are difficult to access.

2

High precision: the Laser Scanner
offers precision in a range from
2mm up to 25m.

3

Extreme range: depending on the
model, the measurement range can
extend up to 120m, which is the furthest range a 3D scanner using phase
shift technology can attain.

4

By using the digital camera (as
an option) with the Laser Scanner, you can obtain high-resolution
colour scans with more than 700
pixels per scan.

The scans were taken from different viewpoints on the ground and roof top.

>> afforded SightLine the luxury to safely collect the scans 150 feet away, within an accuracy
of less than a 1/10 of an inch. All measurements
were completed without erecting any scaffolding or
dropping swing stages over the side of the building. “Almost all of the data was collected from the
ground,” Penny Anstey observed. “The contractor
seemed to think the equipment was magic because
it could produce a point cloud view as fast as it was
being scanned.”
SightLine overcame any line-of-sight issues by
strategically placing registration spheres or targets
around the scanner and the building. The scans
were taken from different viewpoints on the ground
and roof top and linked by the spheres within the
FARO Scene software. The clear-view representation
of the linked information produces a visualisation
similar to that of an x-ray. The effect left the contractor with the impression that the laser scanner could
scan through walls.

www.faro.com/focus
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THE DATA
Sightline selected portions of the 3D point clouds,
and through viewing the cloud in various directions,
they traced the items in AutoCAD Architectural Desktop to generate line drawings. They produced 16 sets
of digital 2D drawings of the cornice and building
profile. The scans revealed that the original design
drawings did not match what was actually
built. An entire wing of the structure extended out further than the other, something that
was not noticeable to the human eye. Once the
contractor saw the detail generated by the scans, he
requested additional information about the building.
SightLine provided elevation studies and details on
sections through typical areas (such as window bays)
and ornamental architectural elements. More deviations were discovered. While the existing drawings
documented finials as stylized acorns, the scans revealed that they were actually barley hops.

SightLine was able to provide the information
without revisiting the actual site, due to the immense amount of data collected during the initial
scanning. Therefore, generating the additional information was only a matter of software management.
ROI
“We feel that laser scanning has an endless amount
of potential and would benefit anyone in time savings,
error reduction, and added safety,” stated Penny Anstey. The rapid rate of collection, ease of data capture,
and accuracy of measurements were major factors that
influenced SightLine to employ laser scanning techniques versus traditional survey methods. Using the
former method to gather measurements could have
taken months, considering that a large amount of
scaffolding would need to be erected,” stated Penny
Anstey. “Not to mention the fact that if workers had
missed anything, they would have to keep going
back to the site to collect data. And who is to say
that the data would have been accurate?”

ABOUT SightLine
SightLine applies the use of 3-dimensional laser
scanning technology for a variety of documentation
purposes. They provide clear and accurate records of
conditions for both new and preexisting structures.

www.sightlinescan.com
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For a larger model, we needed a week for this, on the other
hand only two days now with the Laser Scanner – including the
evaluation with the software."

user story

Hermann Reiter
model controller Voestalpine

07 /2006

To check the dimensional precision

of the models of large cast parts, the
voestalpine foundry has purchased the
mobile FARO Laser Scanner. The system
enables the company not only to control
models supplied from the outside – which
has not yet been possible before –, but also
provides them with considerable savings of
time in the course of quality assurance.
Impressive cast steel parts in a size from 2m to
8m with a diameter of up to 6m in the weight
range from 10 to 170 tons – that is the business
of the voestalpine foundry in Linz (Austria), whose
customers in particular include companies from
the energy sector and mechanical engineering. If
one has a closer look at the cast parts, the knowhow put into them can outstandingly be recognised on the basis of the fine details.
"The technique is based on the customer
drawing which we receive, supported by our own
CAD stations. In addition, we make use of 3D
simulation programmes to develop the best casting technique and the highest production security. Finally, the CNC milling machines guarantee a dimensionally correct cast mould in model
construction," explains Herbert Nigl, the head of
foundry model construction. The area of work of
his 30-man de partment entails provision of the
model devices for the moulding shop.
A model is produced for each cast part, from
which it is modelled in sand. The model builders produce the wooden mould of the model with
shrinkage dimensions, i.e. slightly larger, as the
metal shrinks, and mainly in a natural shape, i.e.
the model is similar to the finished cast piece
and has the wall thickness on the inside and the
outside. For one model, the workers need about
3 days, and they produced about 120 items in
one year. Amongst them, there were about 40
new models, the rest of them were ’old ones’,
which were rebuilt, repaired or supplemented.
The latter is possible without any problems
due to the modular mode of construction which
voestalpine uses for some parts. In this case, the
customer places an order to use a part from a
model already in existence once more, whereas
the rest is built new. Delivery of a cast part to the
customer is preceded by a production process of
six to ten months, which depends on the complication of part. After receipt of the 3D data, there
is the set-up of the model to start with. After a
final control for completeness in model construction, the model is forwarded to the moulding
shop, where it is moulded. In the next step, the
box is put on it and the sand on top of that, which
then becomes as hard as concrete. When the
wood is removed afterwards, the negative mould
for the cast part is available. This is followed by
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Cast piece from voestalpine

Creating precise casting
moulds using the FARO Laser
Scanner
the second cast, two to three weeks later, when
the cast part has cooled out, it is then hit out
and the Steiger- Technik removed. "Our model is
also taken into the warehouse after processing in
the moulding shop. If a follow-up order comes, we
can use it again, as it is suitable for a number of
second casts, as we only build disposable models, i.e. polystyrene parts, in rare cases. We also
have models which are duplicate moulded once a
month, some have already been used 40 times.
Further models, on the other hand, are stored for
10 years. All told, we have 300 different models
in our warehouse at the present – a large number
for a large model builder ...,“ reports Herbert. In
the course of the build-up of the cast part, quality
naturally plays an important role.
While the workers see from the outset the
thickness of the wall is at a certain point of the
models which they have built up themselves via
the CNC machine and the 3D data in their possession, they would have a problem at this point
in models provided by external carpenters: they
saw that the dimensional accuracy and certain
contours could no longer be controlled on many
of these models with conventional build-up, on
the drawings for which the statement ‘to be seen
from the 3D model’ was visible. For the examination, the model builders would have had to mill

templates with additional efforts, for which the
time needed would however have been too great.
What they needed was a solution with which not
only the dimensional accuracy of the moulds can
be secured, but also the production of test protocols for the customers is enabled.
“The decisive tip finally came from the colleagues in cast control from the neighbouring
hall, to whom the firm of FARO presented various
mobile measurement systems. On the basis of
their cases of application, cast control decided
to procure the laser tracker and the measurement
arm from FARO for quality assurance. But at the
same time, they recommended that the model
builders have a look at the FARO Laser Scanner. The system particularly impressed us in the
course of the presentation thanks to the simple
handling. But above all, we can easily recognise
the deviations – at each point or item – of externally supplied models with the Laser Scanner, as it allows us to compare the solid with
the model. With the 3D data in our possession,
we can also balance the shrinkage dimensions
and the moulding distances. After the other users of FARO systems at voestalpine from quality
assurance and maintenance here at the location
had only reported positive experience with the
provider, it was clear for us that we would >>

– U s er S tory Voestalpine–

– 4 good reasons –

A portable non-contact measurement
system using laser technology to accurately capture measurements. The
system rotates 360° and automatically measures everything within the line
of sight from the scanner´s position.

1

Optical Measurement: The intelligent laser system carries out
optical non-tactile measurements.

2

Resolution: The scanner creates
an image with an extremely high
resolution of up to 711 mio. pixel
per scan.

3

Measuring Volume: The laser
scanner captures measurements
within a spherical radius range of up
to 120 metres.

4

Portability: With a weight of
14.5kg the laser scanner is easy
to transport.

www.faro.com/focus

Reverse Engineering

>> procure the Laser Scanner with a range of 20
m,“ Hermann Reiter, model controller and responsible for quality assurance in model construction,
looks back. The FARO Laser Scanner is a high-resolution, dimensionally accurate 3D photo camera,
which portrays reality in the computer very quickly
and cheaply and thus makes three-dimensional understanding of the real situation efficient.
The Laser Scanner has a very high velocity of
120,000 points/sec and can achieve resolutions of
up to 7.6 mio pixels. The data can be used in the
virtual area independent of space and time and permit a considerably more purposeful cooperation of
distributed teams across the entire chain of suppliers with minimum travelling expenses or production
close-down times. Thanks to the years of permanent
further development, the FARO Laser Scanner is
a very matured product which provides a high
security of success in projects and contributes
its part to economic efficiency of the project.
On the software side, the workers make use of
FARO Scene for displaying, administering and
processing extensive 3D measurement points
from high-resolution laser scanners together with
the FARO Compare package. The FARO Compare
package is used to measure the wall thicknesses and
for the entire evaluation. In the wall thicknesses, cuts
can be made through the workpiece, extension and
comparison of the part is also made possible. "With
the use of the Laser Scanner, we have been pursuing the objective of simplifying model control since
2006. When we used to check a model, we had to set
it up first, for example on a plate, in order to be able
to measure certain parts. The measurements themselves were extensive and were done on the basis of
drawings. For a larger model, we needed a week for
this, on the other hand only two days now with the
Laser Scanner – including the evaluation with the
software. With the scanner, we have a solid and the
entire part in the computer, which is why we can see
the deviations immediately," explains Hermann Reiter. Even if the Laser Scanner has only been used
up to now in the control of complicated free-form
surfaces and the wall thickness of supplied model
set-ups, which comes about once to twice a month if
voestalpine does not have the resources to build the
mould itself, the model builders already have further
ideas for its use:
In future, they would like to check how the dimensions of the (stored) wooden models develop in
the course of the time. For it is known that timber
expands under these circumstances and thus some
models simply grow, for example in their length,
which however is dependent on how the timber from
which the mould is produced has been used. Although the four users are very satisfied with the Laser
Scanner – in particular the simple operation and the
mobility which allows them to make measurements
all over the hall with the rechargeable battery, are
convincing – and their expectations are fulfilled, they
still express wishes for the further development of
the system, which FARO can also fulfil for them: for
example, a wireless LAN connection is already available for wireless operation, which further increases
the mobility of the system. They also see potential in
the dimensional accuracy, which is currently ± 2-3
mm and thus within the tolerance range.

About Voestalpine
Voestalpine Giesserei Linz GmbH, a 100 % subsidiary of voestalpine Stahl GmbH, with its around 380
employees makes the world-wide claim to quality and
technology leadership. In order to achieve this, the
research and development service is based on the
national and international cooperation with research
institutes, universities, customers, suppliers and foundries with the objective of optimum use of know-how
and the R&D resources available all over the world.
With its steel cast products, the company from Linz
(Austria) attends to the markets for energy casting all
over the world – steam, gas and industrial turbine as
well as compressor and compactor construction – and
heavy machine construction. The reference customers
include General Electric, Siemens and Hitachi.

www.voestalpine.com
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user story

02/2009

Creating a 3D model of Holly Lodge
School using the FARO Laser Scanner
GSS/DJA spent 3 days to carry out a full

survey of Holly Lodge High School near
Birmingham. Afterwards, the customer
was supplied with 7Gb of data, including
orthographic rectified images and respective elevation drawings, along with a point
cloud model, and a 3D model of the site.

Geospatial Survey Solutions and Deri Jones &
Associates (GSS/DJA) were asked to carry out a
survey of Holly Lodge High School. The customer
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required the information urgently, and they were
able to provide them with the relevant data within
ten days. Three days were needed on site capturing data using both the FARO Laser Scanner and
a 2nd device. The customer was supplied with
elevation drawings, a textured 3D block model,
and the complete point cloud.
Situated in Smethwick, Birmingham, Holly
Lodge High School was originally a girls’ and
boys’ grammar school, the girls’ school opened in
1922 and the boys’ school opened five years later in 1927. A Science and Technology block was
built in 1970 prior to the amalgamation of the
schools in 1972. In 2004 Holly Lodge became a

specialist College of Science. The school is due
to be rebuilt as part of the Building Schools for
the Future program, which is where the information provided by GSS/DJA will be applied.
After the request from the client came
through on Thursday afternoon, DJA/GSS started the survey of the site on Saturday morning,
spending 3 days on site and collecting 53 full
colour scans. The entire external perimeter of
both school blocks was scanned, along with a
detailed scan survey of the interior quads and
a total station survey of the pupil referral unit
(housed in a separate house on the site). While
the scanners were running, a detailed >>

– U s er S tory Holly Lodge School–

– 4 good reasons –

A portable non-contact measurement
system using laser technology to accurately capture measurements. The
system rotates 360° and automatically measures everything within the line
of sight from the scanner´s position.

1

Optical Measurement: The intelligent laser system carries out
optical non-tactile measurements.

2

Resolution: The scanner creates
an image with an extremely high
resolution of up to 711 mio. pixel
per scan.

3

Measuring Volume: The laser
scanner captures measurements
within a spherical radius range of up
to 120 metres.

4

Portability: With a weight of
14.5kg the laser scanner is easy
to transport.

www.faro.com/focus

>> photographic survey was completed, to allow
creation of textures for the 3D model. They found
the combination of the FARO scanner and the other
device particularly effective on this project, as the
mixture of large clear walls and small courtyards and
details meant that they were able to make best use
of the capabilities of both scanners.
The other unit was left for long periods to capture data from the large areas while they moved the
FARO Laser Scanner in and out of the areas with
more limited access. The scan data covered some
38,000 square metres of site and was tied together
using a total station survey. The data was compiled
using FARO Scene, importing the scan data from
the 2nd device and total station data to create
a combined model. It was then exported to
Pointools POD format. The POD files for each
scan were used as the basis of an accurate 3D
block model of the site, modelled in Pointools for
Rhino and exported as a variety of 3D file formats
suitable for use by the architects, the architectural
model maker and the visualisation contractors. Textures for the model were created from orthographic
images taken from the colour scan data and modified in a paint package to combine data from the site
photo’s. Finally, some drawings of the key elevations
were created, working from the POD file data.
The final deliverables package consisted of over
7Gb of data, including orthographic rectified images and respective elevation drawings, along with
a point cloud model, and a 3D model of the site. It
was delivered to the client within 10 days of starting
the scanning work, providing the starting point for
visualisation and physical modelling work.

About GSS / DJA
DjA & GSS supply laser scanning, dimensional control, 3D CAD engineering and visualisation services.
Working with a variety of software packages, they
provide the skills and experience to enable projects
to go from 2D sketches to 3D components ready
for manufacture and the ability to capture existing
structures for reverse engineering. As early investors
in FARO’s large scale scanning equipment, GSS/DJA
have gained a wide range of experience, from reverse
engineering ship hulls to recording Roman sarcophagi. DJA/GSS’s team pride themselves on providing
the highest accuracy of data and presenting the data
in the most useful format to the client. With 15 years
experience of 3D CAD and Digital content systems,
DJA/GSS have the ability to transform the massively
detailed information recorded by laser scanning in
to the correct end product for the client, whether it
be IGES CAD surfaces, 2D CAD drawings or HDTV
animated walkthroughs.

www.djaweb.co.uk
www.geo-spatial.co.uk
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user story

10/2009

Scanning a 10th century church for English
Heritage with the FARO Laser Scanner
English Heritage asked Geospatial Survey

Solutions and Deri Jones & Associates
(GSS/DJA) to provide a laser survey of
St. Peters church, in Barton- upon-Humber,
England. The requirement was a full laser
scan survey of the interior of the site to
produce a record of the floor heights for
monitoring of subsidence, and to allow
photographs of the 1980’s archaeological
excavations to be used for photogrammetry.
The initial survey was undertaken in August
2007 and they returned in 2008 to capture a
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further set of data to allow comparison and identify areas of subsidence. Saint Peter's Church in
Barton-upon-Humber can be dated back to the
late tenth century and is among one of the most
important historic buildings in Northern England. The structure combines an Anglo- Saxon
tower and baptistery, with a high medieval nave
and chancel all including a wide range of architectural styles. Saint Peter's church is in the care
of English Heritage who took over the building
in 1978 and carried out a detailed excavation
between 1978 and 1984. On both visits to St.
Peters, a single day’s scanning was all that GSS/
DJA required to compile the data they needed.
As there was uncertainty on the long term stability of the building, survey references were placed

outside the church on separate structures to
minimise movement. These could also be used
if an external survey was required in the future.
The FARO Laser Scanner was used to capture
the points, the separate scans were tied together
using references gathered by their Total Station.
The 2007 survey was used to create a detailed
flagstone CAD drawing of the floor, elevations
of the interior walls and reference data for the
creation of photogrammetry models. Sections
were taken through key points in the building to
show the change in level of the floor along the
length of the building. In 2008, the new survey
data was aligned to the previous years data and a
comparison drawing made of the relative levels,
highlighting any subsidence. Height data >>

– U s er S tory S t. P eters church–

– 4 good reasons –

A portable non-contact measurement
system using laser technology to accurately capture measurements. The
system rotates 360° and automatically measures everything within the line
of sight from the scanner´s position.

1

Optical Measurement: The intelligent laser system carries out
optical non-tactile measurements.

2

Resolution: The scanner creates
an image with an extremely high
resolution of up to 711 mio. pixel
per scan.

3

Measuring Volume: The laser
scanner captures measurements
within a spherical radius range of up
to 76 metres.

4

Portability: With a weight of
14.5kg the laser scanner is easy
to transport.

>> for all of the 1600 flagstones in the main area
of the church was processed, giving a very detailed
survey of the relative movement of the floor over
time.

www.faro.com/focus

About GSS / DJA
DjA & GSS supply laser scanning, dimensional control,
3D CAD engineering and visualisation services. Working
with a variety of software packages, they provide the
skills and experience to enable projects to go from 2D
sketches to 3D components ready for manufacture and
the ability to capture existing structures for reverse
engineering. As early investors in FARO’s large scale
scanning equipment, GSS/DJA have gained a wide
range of experience, from reverse engineering ship hulls
to recording Roman sarcophagi. DJA/GSS’s team pride
themselves on providing the highest accuracy of data
and presenting the data in the most useful format to
the client. With 15 years experience of 3D CAD and
Digital content systems, DJA/GSS have the ability to
transform the massively detailed information recorded
by laser scanning in to the correct end product for the
client, whether it be IGES CAD surfaces, 2D CAD drawings or HDTV animated walkthroughs.

www.djaweb.co.uk
www.geo-spatial.co.uk
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user story

05/2008

The Eglisau river power station is a protected monument. Over the next years, it will be comprehensively restored and renovated. New plans of the
façade were required for this project. The measurements for these were made using the FARO Laser Scanner.

When measuring becomes
a work of art
Even the breath of visitors can damage a

medieval fresco, so it should definitely not
be measured by hand. However, this can all
be achieved in just a few minutes without
any contact with the Laser Scanner from
FARO. And unreachable areas such as the
vaulted ceiling of a cathedral are virtually
predestined for the FARO Scanner.
This was also the case with the impressive hydroelectric power station at Eglisgau on the Rhine.
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It touches the water in some places, and rears up
to almost 30 metres above the water level. It is
to be comprehensively restored and renovated by
2012; including the listed façade, for which the
plans are no longer available.
But plans are essential for planning and
costing the renovation work. It was soon clear
that classic measurement using conventional
methods would be far too expensive. What was
to be done? Fortunately, those in charge came
across GMRitter Architekturdienste (Archi tectural Services) from Chur, Switzerland, who have
been using a FARO Laser Scanner since 2006

and have accumulated a wealth of experience
with it. Gian-Manuel Ritter and his colleagues
Patrick Weissmann and Jacques Bass, all three
graduate civil engineers, took just one day onsite
to scan every part of the façade with millimetre
precision. Even so, minutely detailed preparatory
work is needed to ensure that these scans all fit
together perfectly and can be transformed into
usable plans. "You have to be able to concentrate
and work systematically," says Ritter.
To ensure that all the scans fit into the previously-defined three-dimensional network of coordinates, they need reference points. There >>

– U s er S tory GMRITTER –

– 4 good reasons –

A portable non-contact measurement
system using laser technology to accurately capture measurements. The
system rotates 360° and automatically measures everything within the line
of sight from the scanner´s position.

1

Optical Measurement: The intelligent laser system carries out
optical non-tactile measurements.

2

Resolution: The scanner creates
an image with an extremely high
resolution of up to 711 mio. pixel
per scan.

3

Measuring Volume: The laser
scanner captures measurements
within a spherical radius range of up
to 76 metres.

4

Portability: With a weight of
14.5kg the laser scanner is easy
to transport.

www.faro.com/focus

>> are at least three white spheres or targets in
each scan, which are precisely measured before the
scan and subsequently defined on the screen. The
scan itself then takes only a matter of minutes, even
at the highest resolution. Back in the office, the
software merges the data from all the scans – virtually at the push of a button. Ritter can then generate not only plans for every conceivable purpose
from this 'point cloud', but also 3D models that can
be rotated to be viewed from every side. GMRitter
Architekturdienste was he first firm to buy a FARO
Laser Scanner, in 2006. What led them to switch
to the 3D laser process? "We used to spend a lot
of time outside and we had to measure thousands
of points, which we then laboriously evaluated in
the office," says Gian-Manuel Ritter. "Now, the scans
are quickly completed on site, and they also
include all the information needed for the
job. Our work has shifted to the office and
our clients receive a level of quality that was
previously unattainable." Of course that can also
make a big difference for pricing. The precise plans
of the Eglisau power station façades were quite a bit
cheaper. If the client had had the plans surveyed
and produced by conventional means, insofar as this
was possible with reasonable effort, it would have
been at least five times more expensive.
The FARO Laser Scanner is particularly suitable
for use in renovation, or when surveying very old
buildings or properties that have been converted or
extended several times over the years, and for which
only outdated plans now exist, if any at all. The
surveying of "cultural assets" is also an important
element of the work of GMRitter Architekturdienste.
Their list of references includes properties such as
the castle of Vaduz, the town hall in Chur, which
dates from the year 1450, or the St Johann monastery in Müstair, which is on the UNESCO World Cultural Heritage list. In these surveys, the point cloud
provided by the scanner is used to create a virtual
3D model, which can show every desired detail of
the national treasure from every direction and in
every conceivable resolution, even after it has been
demolished or unintentionally destroyed, and contains all the data needed for reconstruction.
GMRitter Architekturdienste was established in
2001. "I started from scratch," said Gian- Manuel
Ritter to various newspapers, when the firm was chosen as Southeast Switzerland's "New Enterprise of
the Month" in April 2003. Because he was frequently annoyed, even as a civil engineering draughtsman,
that the surveys of old buildings using conventional
methods were not very precise. And because he
had been thinking about laser surveying technology
and the corresponding software while he was still
a student, he developed his own software when he
started his own firm. Today, he and his employees
exclusively use the FARO Laser Scanner for threedimensional scans, because "routine and experience
are very important in this job."

Owner and Managing Director Gian-Manuel Ritter
beside the FARO Laser Scanner, demonstrating its
operation.

About GMRItter
GMRitter Architekturdienste offers digital surveys,
3D laser scanning, cultural heritage surveys, preservation of evidence and CAD services.

www.gmritter.ch
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“Manual measurement would have taken about 40-60 hours of
work, but without the assurance that every dimension had been
determined to the last detail.“

user story

11/2011

Johannes Rechenbach, Dipl.-Ing. Architekt,
Laser Scanning Architecture

3D documentation of the 1200m2 steel structure of the glass
roof of the Leibniz University of Hanover
Digital measurements using the FARO
Focus3D laser scanner. If three-dimen-

sional measurement of structures has been
very complicated, expensive and errorprone up until now, then data collection
with the latest generation of 3D laser scanners is now easy, accurate and rapid.
These can be used to completely and accurately
convert entire buildings and their fittings into digital models. Current scanners record up to one
million measuring points per second: This means
that surfaces up to a distance of about 50 meters
can be reproduced in detail and at high resolution. The extremely small deviations of about
0.1% lie within the required DIN tolerances for
construction. Now the scan data can be easily
edited by the end user, because the computer
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hardware has become more powerful and because
direct CAD import has become possible thanks
to AutoDesk’s point cloud engine for AutoCAD
and Revit Architecture. This eliminates expensive external processing of the data, so that the
costs drop to a level similar to that of classical
dimensioning. Thus the current niche existence of
3D documentation is now a thing of the past in
many application areas: Laser scanning will revolutionise the current use of survey data!
Spatial building models have a number of
advantages compared to traditional 2D surveys.
As all the information in a spatial model is available in three dimensions, multifunctional applications are possible. This ranges from simple
measurement and area calculations to stereoscopic navigation in virtual buildings. Because
the scanner records all the visible structures
of buildings and components, this results in
completely seamless records that can be used

across various disciplines. Information that is
not needed for the particular application can
be deleted in order to reveal important details
and keep file sizes small. The areas of use are
extremely diverse; everywhere where the precise
geometric investigation of the environment and
rapid visualisation of the same are needed, optical 3D measurement using the latest laser scanning technology is impossible to beat: Survey
documentation of objects for: Plant engineering modifications to installations and production
lines Architecture - monument protection, renovation planning, quantity surveys Civil engineering - traffic structures, volume determination
in open pits Recording and digitisation in the
areas of: Shipbuilding - CAD import of free-form
surfaces Reverse engineering - 3D modelling in
CAD after scanning a prototype Quality managemen - production analysis of e.g. wind turbines
Transfer of the scan data in virtual reality >>
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>> applications for: Forensics - location- and
time-independent crime scene analysis Film
business - location scouting und computer-generated sets Urban development - 3D city models
and virtual flights
The project
Re-glazing was carried out using aluminium profile construction with highly insulated Schüco
elements as part of the energy-related renovation of the glass roof over the listed courtyard of
the Guelph castle. This is supported by the steel
structure spanning the courtyard, with an area of
around 1200m2. The survey documentation of the
spatial support structure, made of steel tubing
and double I beams, were too old and imprecise
to provide all the necessary measurements. After intense consideration, the company in charge
of the project chose Langenhagen-based Masche
Metallbau to carry out surveying with 3D documentation. This service was provided by architect
J. Rechenbach and his Laser Scanning Architecture office. To do this, the steel substructure was
measured in three dimensions in 12 individual
scans; the scan data were then transmitted to the
in-house CAD department for the planning work.
Using this procedure, it was possible to generate
the 3D digital image of the complete geometry
and pass it on within two working days. The laser scanner was on site for only 3 hours. Manual
measurement would have taken about 40-60
hours of work, but without the assurance that
every dimension had been determined to the last
detail. These numbers show that the 3D documentation method is not only accurate and rapid,
but also very economical!
Visualisation of the 3D point cloud using FARO SCENE and
AutoDesk Navisworks
Clear visualisation was implemented using various
software solutions. First, the FARO SCENE software provides a photo-realistic display mode for
the recorded data; in addition, the scan was also
read into AutoDesk Navisworks. This makes it possible to combine the data from the laser scan with
3D data from other sources. This allows a comparison of target and actual values to be carried out,
in which the scan data are presented superposed
on the newly created CAD plan so that deviations
immediately become visible. Planning errors could
thus be systematically avoided early on, thereby
optimising the construction process. In this case,
the faulty production of a single large aluminiumglass element would have been more expensive
than the entire 3-D measurement of the object!
AutoCAD Architecture as an optimal
tool for further use of the data
The detailed drawings were made in Masche
Metallbau’s CAD department in 2D mode using
AutoCAD Architecture. To do this, the 3D point
cloud model was “sliced” randomly to show the
true geometry of the steel substructure at the
desired position and to plan the glass elements
of the roof accordingly. The freely available plugin from AutoDesk, Cloud Point Extraction, was
applied directly in AutoCAD. As a result, the

Evaluation of the scan data and project planning with AutoCAD Architecture:
plan view and axonometry. Individual scan locations have different colours

complex 3D model can be reduced to any 2D
content quick as a flash. The process is very intuitive and simple. This allowed all the desired
measurements to be made and the 2D details to
be worked out rapidly.
Transfer to SchücoCAD based
on AutoCAD Architecture
Once the basic geometry had been determined
and the axis spacing of the support points had
been specified, the component library of the
Schücad software was accessed in order to incorporate the profiles to be constructed in detail in
the CAD planning.
Conclusion
The successful completion of the construction
project now documents how accurately the digital surveying data are and what great benefits 3D
documentation technology offers for construction
applications in surveys and architectural monument preservation. 3D documentation precisely
portrays the as-built condition especially in more
complex geometries and older buildings in which
deformations may have occurred, thus offering
a high degree of planning reliability for an optimised construction process.
FARO – the competent partner for
3D documentation combined
with AutoDesk products
FARO Technologies, Inc. (NASDAQ: FARO) develop and market computer-aided measurement
systems and software worldwide. The portable coordinate measuring devices from FARO, together
with their industry-specific software solutions,
allow high-precision 3D measurements and 3D
comparisons. They are used for inspecting components and component assemblies, production

planning, and inventory documentation, as well
as for the investigation and reconstruction of accident sites and crime scenes. They are also used
for digital scanning of historical sites.
The FARO Focus3D laser scanner is ideal for the
three-dimensional documentation of buildings and
building inspection, reverse engineering, monument preservation and forensic crime scene documentation – thanks to its simple operation and
compact design, it can be intuitively operated using
a touch screen and used for various applications:
Indoor surveying documentation With the Focus3D,
accurate 3D documentation of indoor spaces and
technical facilities, such as building equipment,
conveyor systems or process equipment, can be
created in a short time. Product and component
documentation Whether for the quality control of
large machine parts, for product design or for reverse engineering – the Focus3D measures products
and components of any shape and size and then
creates precise data and three-dimensional surface
models. Outdoor surveying documentation The Focus3D is well suited for the 3D documentation of
buildings, construction sites, roads and natural
features. Objects at a distance of up to 120m
are recorded.
Laser Scanning Architecture
Your partner for 3D documentation and survey
documentation in construction The Hanoverbased architectural firm of qualified engineer Johannes Rechenbach specialises in laser scanning
services and building documentation as the basis
for planning modifications and the preservation of
evidence. The evaluation options for optical 3D
measurement range from colour 360° panoramas
that can also be posted online to vectorised 2D
plan drawings to 3D CAD drawings with intelligent
component objects.
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– 4 good reasons –

The FARO Laser Scanner Focus3D
is a portable non-contact measurement system using laser technology
to accurately capture measurements.
The system rotates 360° and automatically measures everything within
the line of sight from the scanner´s
position.

1

Small and compact: With a size
of only 24 x 20 x 10cm and a
weight of just 5.0kg, the Focus3D is
the smallest 3D scanner ever built.

2

Efficient: Due to its long range
of up to 120 m, the level sensor,
the compactness and ease of use and
the auto-registration at no extra cost
result in up to 50% savings of scan
and processing time compared to
conventional laser scanners.

3

Integrated colour camera photorealistic 3D colour scans due to
an integrated colour camera featuring
an automatic 70 megapixels parallaxfree colour overlay.

4

Revolutionary simple: Due to its
intuitive control concept with
touchscreen display, the Focus3D is as

easy to operate as a digital camera.

www.faro.com/focus

AS-BUILT-DOCUMENTATION
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The re-glazing as seen from above / Axonometric representation of the steel construction

>>
There are therefore numerous possible formats in which the results can be transferred to the
customer, depending on the requirement that has
been agreed upon: - Colour 360° panoramas of the
construction project and its integration into the environment allow visual analysis of structural details
up to the urban context. Even distance measurements and area calculations can be performed.
These data are available online worldwide
within one day to a freely selectable group
of users. Thanks to the easy integration into
AutoDesk products such as AutoCAD, the scan data
can be transferred to the client for further processing; alternatively, “lsa” can generate the desired 2D
drawings in dwg format.
Floor plans, sections and views at any point of
the building can be extracted from the digital scan
model. The new point cloud engine in Revit Architecture has made the 3D modelling of the scanned
object with integration into the Building Information
Modelling Process possible. This means more effective planning processes, from early 3D visualisation
to accurate component and mass determination to
an inclusive planning process in which all participating planning specialists, such as structural engineers, building engineers and facility management,
can work on the same building model without losses
in communication.
The added value of 3D documentation by our architectural firm is that, if required, the owner is provided with comprehensive support of their property,
from digital measurement to planning and construction. If only surveying is commissioned, we can provide statements regarding the quality of the structural
fabric and proposals for energy-saving renovations as
part of the scan analysis. We have the same perspective as our clients, who also come from the construction industry. Laser Scanning Architecture: We make
sure that your architecture gets to the point.

About Contelos GmbH
Founded in 1992, Contelos GmbH, headquartered
in Gehrden with an office in Bremen, is an industryneutral consultancy and systems company that has
consistently transformed itself into a system integrator
and supervisor in all areas of AutoDesk over the past
10 years. Contelos GmbH is one of the few CAD
industry specialists that provide a single source for
the areas of architecture, construction, engineering
and geographic information. Contelos GmbH has also
gathered extensive experience in various projects in
building survey data collection with subsequent 3D
modelling for use in the field of facility management.
Contelos GmbH is happy to work together with your
software customers in these projects. As a result, extensive projects can be brought to fruition effectively,
economically and with high quality.

www.contelos.de

